Abstract. We investigate the virtual specialness of a compact cube complex X that splits as a graph of nonpositively curved cube complexes. We prove virtual specialness of X when each vertex space of X has word-hyperbolic π 1 and π 1 X has "finite stature" relative to its edge groups. The results generalize the motivating case when tree × tree lattices are virtual products.
gn is infinite. We use the notation H g = gHg −1 . The height of H is the supremal length of such sequences.
More generally, a finite collection H = {H 1 , . . . , H r } of subgroups has finite height if each H k has finite height. Definition 1.2. Let G be a group and let Ω = {G λ } λ∈Λ be a collection of subgroups of G. Then (G, Ω) has finite stature if for each H ∈ Ω, there are finitely many Hconjugacy classes of infinite subgroups of form H ∩ C, where C is an intersection of (possibly infinitely many) G-conjugates of elements of Ω.
For example, if G is abelian, then (G, Ω) has finite stature for any finite collection Ω of subgroups of G. However, Ω has infinite height if some element of Ω is infinite and of infinite index. We refer Section 6.3 for more examples with finite stature but infinite height. The notion of finite stature was introduced in [HW19] to which we refer the reader for additional examples and viewpoints. An alternative, but equivalent definition of finite stature is given in Definition 3.5. Definition 1.3. A cube complex X splits as a graph of nonpositively curved cube complexes if it is built as follows: There is an underlying graph Γ, and for each vertex v and edge e of Γ, we associate a vertex space X v and an edge space X e , which are nonpositively curved cube complex. X is obtained from the disjoint union of the vertex spaces X v and the thickened edge spaces X e × [−1, 1] by gluing each subcomplex X e × {−1} to X ι(e) through the attaching map X e → X ι(e) , and similarly each subcomplex X e × {1} is attached to X τ (e) through X e → X τ (e) . The attaching maps are local-isometries.
We review the notion of special cube complex in Section 2.1. A cube complex is virtually special if it has a finite degree cover that is special. (1) π 1 X has finite stature with respect to its vertex groups.
(2) X is virtually special.
We conjecture that Theorem 1.4 holds without assuming the vertex groups are word-hyperbolic. Actually, the direction (2) ⇒ (1) follows from Theorem 6.12, which does not rely on this hyperbolicity assumption. (1) π 1 X has finite stature with respect its vertex groups.
In the long term, we hope the following more complete characterization of virtual specialness will become approachable. The "only if" direction of this conjecture holds by Theorem 6.12.
Conjecture 1.6. Let X be a compact non-positively curved cube complex. Then X is virtually special if and only if π 1 X has finite stature with respect to the collection of its hyperplane stabilizers.
Special cases of Conjecture 1.5 when the vertex groups are not hyperbolic are treated in [Liu13, PW14, PW18, Hua18] . Several outstanding open questions for lattices acting on cube complexes, as well as quasi-isometric classification and rigidity of certain cubical groups, can be reduced to Conjecture 1.5 [Hag06, HK18] .
Though we require the vertex group to be word-hyperbolic in Theorem 1.4, X does not have to be hyperbolic or relative hyperbolic. The key example to have in mind is where π 1 X is a lattice acting on a product of two trees, and X has the structure of a graph of graphs. In that case, π 1 X is reducible if and only if π 1 X has finite stature with respect to its vertex groups. In particular, irreducible lattices acting on products of trees [Wis96, BM00] do not have finite stature with respect to their vertex groups.
The notion of finite stature naturally arises when one examines the pathological behavior of these irreducible lattices. Several equivalent conditions of finite stature are discussed in Section 3.
It is an open problem, going back to the origin of special cube complexes [HW08] , whether being virtually special is implied by (and thus equivalent to) having separable hyperplane subgroups. This has been a continuing theme in the topic. It was first proven in the VH case [Wis06] , it was proven in the hyperbolic case in [HW12] , and in the relatively hyperbolic case in [Wis] . There has been little progress in general without assuming some version of hyperbolicity and we provide a version with a fairly muted hyperbolicity assumption: The following is a consequence of ideas used in the proof of Theorem 1.4, and is of independent interest. It is related to a key technical point in [HW12] . n . Its subcubes are the subspaces obtained by restricting some coordinates to ± 1 2 . We regard a subcube as a copy of a cube in the obvious fashion. A cube complex X is a cell complex obtained by gluing cubes together along subcubes, where all gluing maps are modeled on isometries. Recall that a flag complex is a simplicial complex with the property that a finite set of vertices spans a simplex if and only if they are pairwise adjacent. X is nonpositively curved if the link of each 0-cube of X is a flag complex. A CAT(0) cube complex X is a simply-connected nonpositively curved cube complex.
Hyperplanes.
A midcube is a subspace of an n-cube obtained by restricting one coordinate of [− n to 0. A hyperplane U is a connected subspace of a CAT(0) cube complex X such that for each cube c of X, either U ∩ c = ∅ or U ∩ c consists of a midcube of c. The carrier of a hyperplane U is the subcomplex N ( U ) consisting of all closed cubes intersecting U . We note that every midcube of X lies in a unique hyperplane, and N ( U ) ∼ = U × c 1 where c 1 is a 1-cube. An immersed hyperplane U → X in a nonpositively curved cube complex is a map Stab( U )\ U → X where U is a hyperplane of the universal cover X of X. We similarly define
A map φ : Y → X between nonpositively curved cube complexes is combinatorial if it maps open n-cubes homeomorphically to open n-cubes. A combinatorial map is a local-isometry if for each 0-cube y, the induced map link(y) → link(φ(y)) is an embedding of simplicial complexes, such that link(y) ⊂ link(φ(y)) is full in the sense that if a collection of vertices of link(y) span a simplex in link(φ(y)) then they span a simplex in link(y).
Special Cube Complexes.
A nonpositively curved cube complex X is special if each immersed hyperplane U → X is an embedding, and moreover
is an embedding, and if U, V are hyperplanes of X that intersect then a 0-cube of N (U ) ∩ N (V ) lies in a 2-cube intersected by both U and V .
Cubical small cancellation.
A cubical presentation X|{Y i } consists of a nonpositively curved cube complex X, and a set of local-isometries Y i → X of nonpositively curved cube complexes. We use the notation X * for the cubical presentation above, and each Y i is called a cone of X * . As a topological space, X * consists of X with a (genuine) cone on each Y i attached, so π 1 X * = π 1 X/ {π 1 Y i } . We use the notation X * for the universal cover of X * . The complex X is the cubical part of X * .
It is an isomorphism if their is an inverse map Y j → Y i that is also a morphism. We define an automorphism accordingly and let Aut(Y → X) denote the group of automorphisms of Y → X.
A piece is either a cone-piece or a wall-piece.
Remark 2.2. The cone-piece and wall-piece defined here are called "contiguous abstract cone piece" and "contiguous abstract wall-piece" in [Wis] . There are several other type of pieces discussed in [Wis] , however, in the light of [Wis, Lem 3.7] , these two kinds of pieces are all what we need for defining cubical small cancellation. Definition 2.3. Let X * = X | {Y i } and A * = A | {B j } be cubical presentations. A map A * → X * of cubical presentations is a local-isometry A → X, so that for each j there exists i and a map B j → Y i so that the composition
Given a cubical presentation X * and a local-isometry A → X, the induced presentation is the cubical presentation of the form A * = A | {A ⊗ X Y i } where A ⊗ X Y i is the fiber-product of A → X and Y i → X as in Definition 2.14. Note that there is a map of cubical presentations A * → X * . 
Definition 2.4 (Graded Presentations and Subpresentations
The following is a restatement of a combination of [ 
with K either a contractible cube complex or a copy of a cone Y j with grade(Y j ) < grade(Y i ).
2.3.
Helly property for cones. Definition 2.8. A cubical presentation X * has well-embedded cones if the following conditions hold:
(1) Let Y 1 be a cone of
Example 2.9. Let X be a graph that is a 3-cycle with edges a, b, c so that abc is a path in X. Properties (1) (2), and 3 fail for the following cubical presentations which satisfy C ′ (α) for each α > 0: Definition 2.14 (Fiber-product). Given a pair of combinatorial maps A → X and B → X between cube complexes, their fiber-product A ⊗ X B is the cube complex whose i-cubes are pairs of i-cubes in A, B that map to the same i-cube in X. There is a commutative diagram:
A ⊗ X B → B ↓ ↓ A → X Note that A ⊗ X B is the subspace of A × B that is the preimage of the diagonal D ⊂ X × X under the map A × B → X × X. For any cube Q, the diagonal of Q × Q is isomorphic to Q by either of the projections, and this makes D into a cube complex isomorphic to X. Thus A ⊗ X B has an induced cube complex structure.
Our description of A ⊗ X B as a subspace of A × B endows the fiber-product A ⊗ X B with the property of being a universal receiver in the following sense: Consider a commutative diagram as below. Then there is an induced map C → A ⊗ X B such that the following diagram commutes:
Let A be an elevation of A to the universal cover X → X. By choosing a basepoint, we can identify A with a subgroup of Stab π1X ( A). Define B similarly. Then a component of A ⊗ X B can alternatively be described as
2 ) for some g 1 , g 2 ∈ π 1 X. Let X|{Y i } be a cubical presentation. Thus any cone piece of Y i can be written as the universal cover of some component of 2.5. Symmetrization and Principalization. We use the following notation for conjugation: 
The following result implies that if π 1 X is word-hyperbolic, then for a given superconvex local-isometry Y → X with Y compact, we can produce a component K of multiple fiber-products of Y → X such that K is symmetric and π 1 K is of finite index in π 1 Y . (1) Z is symmetric; (2) π 1 Z does not contain any element of C as a proper finite index subgroup; (3) for any component W of a multiple fiber-product of Y with
By Definition 2.21.(2) and (3), in the second case of (3) we can assume [π 1 Y i :
(1) if π 1 Y i has a finite index subgroup contained in π 1 Y j up to conjugacy in 
Proof. It suffices to verify conditions in Definition 2.21. We only verify Definition 2.21.(3) since the other conditions are similar and simpler. Let K be a component of
we actually have f : Y k → K, and we are done by considering the composition
3. Stature, big-trees and depth-reducing quotients 3.1. Big-trees and Stature. We review several notions from [HW19, Sec 3.1]. Let G be the fundamental group of a finite graph of groups with underlying graph G, and let T be the associated Bass-Serre tree. A subtree S ⊂ T is nontrivial if S contains at least one edge. Let Stab(S) denote the pointwise stabilizer of S. When is S is nontrivial, Stab(S) = ∩ e∈Edges(S) Stab(e), and so Stab(S) equals the intersection of conjugates of edges groups of G.
Definition 3.1. [HW19, Def 3.1] A big-tree is a subtree S ⊂ T such that • S is nontrivial;
• Stab(S) is infinite;
• there does not exist a subtree S ′ ⊂ T with S S ′ and Stab(S) = Stab(S ′ ).
Choose a maximal tree of G and lift this tree to a subtree T G ⊂ T . This gives an identification of vertex groups of G and stabilizers of vertices in
A based big-tree (S, v) consists of a big-tree S ⊂ T and a vertex v ∈ S.
induce an isomorphism between an (S, v 1 )-transection and an (S, v 2 )-transection. This is called a transfer isomorphism, and is well-defined up to conjugacy in the vertex groups. Remark 3.7. Suppose each vertex group of G is word-hyperbolic, and each edge group is quasiconvex in its vertex groups. Then in view of Lemma 3.11 below, we can require the collection E in item (2) of Lemma 3.6 to be finite.
In general, if G splits as a graph of groups in two different ways, then it is possible that G has finite stature under one splitting, but not the other splitting, see [HW19, Example 3.31]. However, we will say that G has finite stature without specifying the splitting, when it is unambiguous.
3.2. Depth and Stature. We recall a notion measuring the maximal length of an increasing sequence of big trees from [HW19, Sec 3.2]. There are two variants according to whether the pointwise stabilizer of these big trees are commensurable.
Definition 3.8. [HW19, Def 3.10] Let G be a group and let Λ = {H 1 , . . . , H r } be a finite collection of subgroups. The commensurable depth of Λ in G, denoted δ c (G, Λ), is the largest d, such that there is a strictly increasing chain
where each L i is the intersection of a nonzero finite number of conjugates of elements of Λ. If there are arbitrarily long such sequences, then define δ c (G, Λ) = ∞. We say Λ has finite commensurable depth in G if δ c (G, Λ) < ∞.
Definition 3.9. [HW19, Def 3.11] Let G be a group and let Λ = {H 1 , . . . , H r } be a finite collection of subgroups. The depth of Λ in G, denoted δ(G, Λ), is the largest d, such that there is a strictly increasing chain L 1 < · · · < L d satisfying the conditions where |L 1 | = ∞, each L i is an intersection of a nonzero finite number of conjugates of elements of Λ, and [L i+1 :
Note that δ c (G, Λ) < ∞ implies δ(G, Λ) < ∞, but the converse may not be true [HW19, Example 3.12].
In the rest of this subsection, we return to our scenario that G splits as a graph G of groups. Recall that we have identified vertex groups of G with vertex stabilizers of a subtree T G ⊂ T . We assume in addition that each vertex group of G is wordhyperbolic, and each edge group is quasiconvex in its associated vertex groups. Let E be the collection of edge groups of G.
The following is proven in [GMRS98] (see also [HW09] ):
Lemma 3.10. Let {H 1 , . . . , H r } be a collection of quasiconvex subgroups of a wordhyperbolic group G. Then {H 1 , . . . , H r } has finite height in G.
Each big-tree is uniformly locally finite by Lemma 3.10. Thus G has finite stature if and only if the following conditions both hold:
(1) There are finitely many G-orbits of big-trees in T ; (2) Stab(S) acts cocompactly on each big-tree S. 
Even if G satisfies the assumption of Lemma 3.11, the converse of Lemma 3.11 is not true. See [HW19, Example 3.31].
Since δ c (G, E) < ∞, the pointwise stabilizer of any subtree of T can be expressed as an intersection of finitely many conjugates of edges groups. Thus the following two lemmas hold.
Lemma 3.12. Suppose each vertex group of G is word-hyperbolic, and each edge group is quasiconvex in its vertex groups. Let v be a vertex in a subtree
3.3. finite stature for the augmented space. Let X be a graph of nonpositively curved cube complex in Definition 1.3. In this subsection, we discuss whether having finite stature is preserved if we "augment" X in a certain way. The reader is advised to proceed directly to Section 6 and come back when needed.
Let G = π 1 X. Then G has a graph of groups decomposition. Let T be the corresponding Bass-Serre tree. Then the universal cover X of X is a tree of CAT(0) cube complexes over T . Let S ⊂ T be a big-tree and let H S be the image of the natural homomorphism Stab(S) → Aut(S). Then there is an exact sequence Proof. Let H be the image of β. Pick an arbitrary vertex v ∈ S. It suffices to show
, where B(v, i) is the i-ball in S centered at v. Since S is uniformly locally finite by Lemma 3.10, H i is of finite index in H v . Suppose by contradiction that H v is infinite. Then there is an infinite sequence 0 < n 1 < n 2 < · · · such that
stabilizes for large i, hence the same holds
, which leads to a contradiction. Proof. Note that δ c (G, E) < ∞ by Lemma 3.11. By Lemma 3.13, H S acts properly and cocompactly on a tree, thus H S has a free finite index subgroup H ′ S . Let Stab(S) ′ ≤ Stab(S) be the subgroup induced by H ′ S . Pick an edge e ⊂ S and let X e ⊂ X be the edge space over e. By Lemma 3.12, Stab(S) is quasiconvex in Stab( X e ). Choose a minimal Stab(S)-invariant convex subcomplex of Y ⊂ X e stabilized by Stab(S) (cf. Lemma 2.12).
Let g ∈ Stab(S) ′ . We claim gY and Y are parallel. Note that gY is invariant
Similarly, the image of the CAT(0)-projection of Y to gY is gY . Thus gY and Y are parallel. Note that when ge = e, since H ′ S is torsion-free, g ∈ Stab(S), and hence gY = Y . Let S 1 ⊂ S be the convex hull of the Stab(S)
′ is a fiber-bundle over S 1 /H ′ S , and S 1 /H ′ S is compact. The cubical structure of W induces a holonomy on this fiber-bundle with finite holonomy group, and the lemma follows by passing to a finite cover with trivial holonomy group.
For each vertex space X i of X, choose a collection of local-isometries {f ij :
with compact domains. Attach the mapping cylinders of each f ij to X to form a new graph of cube complexes X a . Let G a = π 1 X a with a graph of group decomposition induced from X a . Note that X a and X are homotopy equivalent, and G = G a . The Bass-Serre tree T of G naturally sits inside the Bass-Serre tree T a of G a .
We need the following result which follows from standard facts about quasiconvex subgroups of hyperbolic groups, see [HW19, Cor 3.22] for an explanation. Proof. Let S a ⊂ T a be a big-tree and let S = S a ∩ T . Then S is either one point, or S is a big-tree of T . Note that S a is uniformly locally finite by Lemma 3.10. Moreover, S a is contained in the 1-neighborhood of S. We must show:
(1) Stab(S a ) S a is cocompact; (2) there are finitely many G a -orbits of big-trees of T a . Let J 1 and J be the groups in Lemma 3.14. Since Stab(S) S is cocompact, the actions J S and J 1 S are cocompact. Since each element in J 1 commutes with each element in Stab(S a ) ≤ Stab(S), we have Stab(jS a ) = Stab(S a ) for any j ∈ J 1 . It follows from the definition of big-tree that jS a = S a for any i ∈ j 1 . Hence J 1 S a is cocompact. In particular, Stab(S a ) S a is cocompact. For (2), since we already know there are finitely many G-orbits of big-trees of T , it suffices to show there are finitely many G a -orbits of big-trees of T a such that their intersection with T is exactly S. Let K ⊂ S be a finite subtree such that J 1 K covers S and Stab(K) = Stab(S) (this is possible by Lemma 3.11). Pick a big-tree S 
The depth reducing quotient
Let G be the fundamental group of a finite graph of groups with the underlying graph G.
Define the notion of quotient of graphs of groups as follows: Let {q i :
be a collection of quotient maps. They are compatible if for any edge E between V i and V j , we have α E (E i ∩ ker q i ) = E j ∩ ker q j . In this case, α E descends to an isomorphismᾱ E :Ē i →Ē j , whereĒ i = q i (E i ). We define a new graph of groups with the same underlying graph G, vertex groups theV i 's, and edges groups as well as boundary morphisms induced by the α E 's. LetḠ be the fundamental group of this new graph of groups. Then there is a quotient homomorphism G →Ḡ, sending vertex groups (resp. edge groups) of G to vertex groups (resp. edge groups) ofḠ. 
up to finite index subgroups.
Small cancellation quotients
This section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 5.2, which is a main technical ingredient towards virtual specialness.
Definition 5.1. A map between cube complexes is cubical if it is cellular, and its restriction to each cube is a map σ → τ that factors as σ → η → τ , where the first map σ → η is a projection onto a face of σ and the second map η → τ is an isometry. ) graded small cancellation presentation X * V = X V | R V such that R V is finite and X * V has well-embedded cones; moreover, the following hold for each edge space X E → X V of X V : (a) there is a finite regular coverẊ E → X E , and a relator
5.1. Setting up and the choice of relators. Let Υ and Υ V be the collection of transections as in Definition 3.3. We add the trivial subgroup to each of these collections. Each element of Υ V is quasiconvex in V by Lemma 3.12.
Definition 5.3 (Choosing Principal Relators). For each
(1) Y L is superconvex (cf. Lemma 2.12); (2) L acts cocompactly on Y L ; (3) if L is a finite index subgroup of a conjugate of E in V for some edge group E → V , then there is a lift X E → X V with X E ⊂ Y L , where X E → X V is the edge space associated with E.
V be the collection of representatives of isomorphism classes of principal components of multiple fiber-products of {Y L → X V } L∈ΥV . Elements in R V are called relators. Each element in R V is superconvex as intersections of superconvex subspaces in X V is superconvex.
Each relator in R
V gives rise to a subgroup of V by choosing a basepoint in the relator. The collection of all such subgroups is denoted by Υ V . R V is non-empty. Actually, it follows from the definition of Υ V , Remark 2.16, Definition 2.20, Lemma 2.18 and Lemma 2.19 that there is a 1-1 correspondence between elements in Υ V and commensurable classes of Υ V in V (each element in Υ V is the minimal element in a commensurable class of Υ V ). For the purpose of arranging Proposition 5.2.(4), we assume in addition that each element in Υ V is contained in a finite index normal subgroup V ′ ≤ V corresponding to a special finite cover of X V (this can be arranged by first passing to appropriate finite covers of relators in R V , then symmetrize them again). R V has a partial order ≺ as follows. For relators 
(3). Then there is
Later in the proof we will replace each element in R V by a finite cover to obtain a new stable collection R V n , however, we can take κ(R V n ) = κ(R V ).
The induction hypothesis.
Our plan is to successively replace elements in each R V by their finite covers such that the conclusion of Proposition 5.2 is satisfied. This will be done inductively. Let G = G 1 and Υ V = Υ V 0 . At step k, we will define a quotient of graphs of groups φ k : G k → G k+1 using Proposition 4.1, and replace each group in {Υ V k−1 } V ∈V by its finite index subgroup to obtain {Υ V k } V ∈V . Suppose we have completed the first n steps and obtained the following sequences.
We need several notations to describe our inductive hypothesis. with respect to ≺. Recall that an ideal of a poset P is a subset I ⊂ P such that y ∈ I whenever y ≺ x for some x ∈ I. Let R 
where E i is the collection of edges groups of G i ; (g) Lemma 4.2 holds for the quotient ϕ n :
We now define elements in Υ V n+1 and φ n+1 : G n+1 → G n+2 . 5.3. Elements with finite ϕ n -images. (1) Proof. By inductive hypothesis (f), G n+1 has finite stature. Hence any transection of G n+1 can be expressed as the pointwise stabilizer of a finite big-tree of G n+1 by Lemma 3.11. Suppose L ∈Υ V n+1 is minimal among all elements such that ϕ n (L) is commensurable to T in V n+1 (by inductive hypothesis (g), there exists at least one such element inΥ
and ϕ n (L) are commensurable in V n+1 , which contradicts the minimality of L.
We prove the second statement. By inductive hypothesis (g), the image ϕ n (L V n+1,i ) is commensurable in V n+1 to a transection in V n+1 . Then there is a lowest transection T ≤ V n+1 such that it has a finite index subgroup contained in ϕ n (L V n+1,i ). We assume without loss of generality that T ≤ ϕ n (L 
, which is commensurable to T . By minimality ofL
,i ′ , so we assign the same grade to each element in {Ẏ V n+1,i } so that their grades are bigger than the grade of any element inṘ
⊛ is residually finite. Pick Z ∈Ṙ V n,≤n+1 and let K be a component of Z ⊗ XVẎ V n+1,i . We argue as in Lemma 5.5 to deduce that either K is isomorphic to Z, or there is W ∈Ṙ V n,<n+1 such that W ≺ Z and W ≺Ẏ V n+1,i and W → K is an embedding and
By Lemma 2.13, M < ∞ since the lift of each relator is superconvex in X V . 
as its finite index subgroup (up to conjugacy in V n+1 ); (2) eachL such that π 1ẊE is a finite index subgroup of π 1 X E (up to conjugacy in π 1 X V ). By Definition 5.3.(3), we can replace X E by a thickening of X E such thatẊ E → X E is a finite cover. Let E = π 1 X E andĖ = π 1ẊE . SinceĖ C V (Ė), we haveĖ E. Conditions (5a) and (5b) of Proposition 5.2 follows from Lemma 5.11.
Thus the claim holds. By this claim, ker(E k → E k+1 ) is generated by ϕ k−1 -images of V -conjugates of elements in {L V ki } that are contained inĖ. Hence ker(E → E r+1 ) is generated by V -conjugates of elements in Υ V r+1 that are contained inĖ, which justifies the lemma.
Specialness and Stature
In this section we prove Theorem 1.4. (1) G acts properly on C.
(2) G acts cocompactly on C. Note that condition (4) can be replaced by that the mapping cylinder of each attaching map from an edge space to a vertex space is special.
6.2. finite stature implies specialness. In this subsection we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 6.3. Let X be a graph of nonpositively curved cube complexes such that X is compact. Suppose the fundamental group of each vertex space is word-hyperbolic (hence each vertex space is virtually special), and π 1 X has finite stature with respect its vertex groups. Then X is virtually special.
Let X be as in Theorem 6.3 with π 1 X denoted by G, and the Bass-Serre tree denoted by T . Suppose {X i } n i=1 are vertex spaces of X. Let h ij be the collection of hyperplanes in the vertex space X i of X. This gives rise to a family of localisometries {f ij : N (h ij ) → X i } from carriers of h ij to X i . For each vertex space X i , let g i : X i → X i be the identity map. Attach the mapping cylinders of f ij 's and g i 's to X to form a new graph of cube complexes X a . There is an embedding X → X a and we still denote the image of
. Denote the extra vertex spaces of X a by {X i } m i=n+1 . Let G a and T a be the fundamental group and Bass-Serre tree of X a . Note that G a = G and X a deformation retracts to X. Let {V i } n i=1 be vertex groups of G, and {V i } m i=1 be vertex groups of G a . By Lemma 3.16, G a has finite stature with respect to its vertex groups. We apply Proposition 5.2 to X a and G a . Let {φ i : V i →V i } be the quotient maps such that they induce φ : G a →Ḡ a . We also use φ to denote the associated map G →Ḡ. Let X * i = X i | Υ i be the cubical presentation that induces φ i : V i →V i and satisfies the conditions of Proposition 5.2. Denote the Bass-Serre tree ofḠ a andḠ byT a andT . Recall that each edge group ofḠ a is finite. Thus each vertex group ofḠ a is also finite by the construction of G a , henceḠ a is virtually free. Let X → X and X a → X a be the covering map induced by ker φ ≤ G = G a . Then X (resp. X a ) is a tree of cube complexes whose underlying tree isT (resp.T a ). (
Proof. Let X i be the vertex space in X covered by X v . We also view X v (resp. X i ) as a vertex space of X a (resp. X a ). Since the covering map X v → X i corresponds to ker φ i , we have X v is the cubical part of the universal cover of . By Lemma 6.6 below, these conclusions also hold for { Y j } 3 j=1 .
Remark 6.5. Lemma 6.4 also holds if each Y j is either a hyperplane of X v or an edge space of X v . Indeed, since the carrier of a hyperplane is a thickening of a hyperplane, this statement can be deduced from Lemma 6.4 and Lemma 6.6. Lemma 6.6. Let Z be a nonpositively curved cube complex. Pick connected locallyconvex subcomplexes
Proof. Our assumption implies there is a deformation retraction r i : C ′ i → C i for each i. For (1), we assume by contradiction that C 1 ∩ C 2 has at least two connected components E 1 and E 2 . Let d be the minimal length of null-homotopic loop in the 1-skeleton that travels from a vertex v 1 ∈ E 1 to a vertex v 2 ∈ E 2 in C 1 and travel back from v 2 to v 1 in C 2 . It is clear that d > 0. We show there exists at least one such loop, hence d < ∞. Pick vertices w i ∈ E i for i = 1, 2 and let ω ⊂ C
be a path from w 1 to w 2 . Then the concatenation of r 1 (w) and r 2 (w) gives a nullhomotopic loop as required (by approximation, we can assume this loop is in the 1-skeleton). Choose a disk diagram D with minimal number of squares among disk diagrams bounded by all such loops with length = d. Then there cannot be a spur in ∂D, otherwise we can find a loop of length < d satisfying our conditions; and there cannot be a length 2 subpath in ∂D forming the corner of a 2-cube in D, otherwise by local-convexity of C 1 , C 2 , E 1 and E 2 , we can pass to a disk diagrams with fewer squares bounded by a loop of length d satisfying our conditions. Thus it follows from [Wis, Lem 2.8] that D is a single point, contradicting d > 0. Now we prove (2). Let d be the infimal length of null-homotopic loop in the 1-skeleton that travels inside C 2 from a vertex v 12 ∈ C 1 ∩C 2 to a vertex v 23 ∈ C 2 ∩C 3 , then travel inside C 3 from v 23 to a vertex v 31 ∈ C 3 ∩ C 1 , and then travels inside C 1 from v 31 back to v 12 . We show there exists at least one such loop, hence d < ∞. Pick vertices w ij ∈ C i ∩ C j and w ∈ ∩ In the special case when the graph of cube complexes X has only one vertex space, Lemma 6.4 implies the following statement, which is of independent interest. 
Lemma 6.8. X is a special cube complex.
Proof. Recall that X is a tree of cube complexes overT . By Proposition 5.2, each vertex space (hence each edge space) of X is special. If X fails to be special, then there exists a convex subcomplex of X over a finite subtree ofT that fails to be special. Thus it suffices to verify the condition of Theorem 6. Lemma 6.9.Ḡ has a finite index subgroup that acts specially on X.
Proof. SinceḠ is virtually free, quasiconvex subgroups ofḠ and double cosets of quasiconvex subgroups ofḠ are separable by Lemma 6.10.(2) below. Now we verify the assumption of Theorem 6.1. Note thatḠ acts properly and cocompactly on X by deck transformations, thus (1) and (2) follow. Since the collection of hyperplanes in X is locally finite, the stabilizer of each hyperplane acts properly and cocompactly on it. Thus the stabilizer is finite generated, and is hence quasiconvex inḠ by Lemma 6.10.(1). Then Theorem 6.1.(4) follows. It remains to verify (3). Given hyperplanes h 1 , h 2 , we claim H = IntersectorḠ(h 1 , h 2 ) is the union of finitely many double cosets of hyperplane stabilizers, and thus separable. Since H is left Stab(h 1 )-invariant and right Stab(h 2 )-invariant, it is a union of double cosets of form Stab(h 1 )g Stab(h 2 ). Since Stab(h 1 ) acts cocompactly on h 1 , there are finitely many Stab(h 1 )-orbits of hyperplanes of X which intersect h 1 . In particular, there exists a finite collection {g i } m i=1 ⊂ H such that for any g ∈ H, there exists g i such that gh 2 and g i h 2 are in the same Stab(h 1 )-orbit. It follows that Proof. Assertion (1) holds since subtrees of trees are convex. The first part of (2) is proven by [Hal49] and second part is proven in [RZ93] , with generalizations to separability of double cosets in hyperbolic groups [Min06, Git99] .
Proof of Theorem 6.3. LetḠ ′ ≤Ḡ be a finite index subgroup acting specially on X, and let G ′ ≤ G be the preimage ofḠ
is a finite sheet cover of X that is special.
6.3. Specialness implies finite stature. Let C be a convex subcomplex in a CAT(0) cube complex X. Then there is a well-defined nearest point projection Proj C : X 0 → C 0 with respect to the combinatorial distance on X 0 , moreover, this projection extends to a cubical map Proj C : X → C, see [HW08, Lem 13.8 and Rmk 13.9].
Lemma 6.11. Let X be a compact nonpositively curved cube complex. Let A and B be locally-convex subcomplexes of X. Suppose that for each immersed hyperplane U → X, the map N (U ) ∼ = U × [− Stab( B) , where the last equality follows from claim (2). As N is embedded, we can slide K ′ through N to obtain a locally-convex subcomplex K ⊂ A as desired. The moreover statement follows from the construction of K.
Theorem 6.12. Let X be a compact nonpositively curved cube complex. Let {f i : A i → X} ) has finite stature. Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume X → X is regular. For each A i , there are finitely many π 1 X-conjugacy classes of subgroups of form H ∩ (π 1 A i ) g for g ∈ π 1 X. Let {H ij } be their representatives. Let C 1 (resp. C 2 ) be the collection of intersection of conjugates (resp. π 1 X-conjugates) of elements in {π 1 A i } (resp. {H ij }). Then each element of C 1 contains an element of C 2 as a subgroup of finite index that is uniformly bounded above.
Let { B ij } be elevations of {A i } corresponding to {H ij }. Then it follows from Lemma 6.11 each element in C 2 corresponds to a locally-convex subcomplex of B ij . Thus (π 1 X, {H ij }) has finite stature. To show (π 1 X, {π 1 A i } n i=1 ) has finite stature, we need to control elements in C 1 that contain a given element in C 2 as a finite index subgroup. Let C 1 and C 2 be two elevations of elements in {f i :
corresponding to two conjugates of elements in π 1 A i . Then the intersection of these two conjugates stabilizes Proj C1 C 2 and Proj C2 C 1 . By iterating this observation and using the moreover statement of Lemma 6.11, for each H ∈ C 1 there exists a convex subcomplex K ⊂ X such that Stab π1 X ( K) ≤ H ≤ Stab π1X ( K) and Stab π1 X ( K)\ K is a subcomplex of X corresponding to an element in C 2 . Thus the theorem follows.
Remark 6.13. If stabilizers of hyperplanes in X are separable and each π 1 A i is separable, then the assumptions of Theorem 6.12 are satisfied.
Corollary 6.14.
(1) Suppose X is a compact nonpositively curved cube complex with a finite special cover. Let {f i : to a locally-convex subcomplex of a vertex space. (3) follows from (2) as separability implies that X has a finite cover satisfying the assumptions of (2).
Proof of Theorem 1.4. (1) ⇒ (2) is Theorem 6.3, and (2) ⇒ (1) follows from Corollary 6.14.
(1) and Lemma 3.6.
The following is a consequence of Theorem 6.12 and Theorem 6.3. Remark 6.16. It is natural to ask whether Corollary 6.7 holds under the weaker assumption that edge groups are separable. By Theorem 6.3, we need to show that separability of edges groups implies finite stature. This holds in the special case where the each edge space is superconvex in its vertex spaces (e.g. a graph of graphs), as we can use separability of edge groups to pass to a finite cover such that each edge space is superconvex and embedded in the vertex space, and then deduce from Lemma 2.15 that each transection can be realized as the fundamental group of a locally-convex subcomplex of some vertex space. However, the general case is not clear.
